INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1

Choose luminaire position and orientation.

When choosing the location of Tunnel Ray luminaire, please ensure that sufficient clearance is allowed for the airflow through the heatsink. Avoid blocking the air vents.

Horizontal Mounting

Vertical Mounting

In a vertical mount, mount the TNR in the following orientation to maximize the airflow through the heatsink.
**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)**

**Step 2**
Once the Tunnel Ray is securely mounted, open the junction box. Ensure to only open an accessible area of the junction box that is sealed with Phillips Head screws.

**Step 3**
Feed the cable through the cable gland. Connect wires to terminals according to the wiring diagram below and secure the cable with the cable restrainer.

**Step 4**
Close the junction box. Ensure the rubber gasket is intact and sits snugly in the dedicated channel. Secure junction box cover back onto the Tunnel Ray luminaire using the Phillips Head screws.

Ensure the rubber gasket is intact and sits snugly in the dedicated channel.